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Dear ABHA Family ,

Come October and the Bengali fraternity gets its annual dose of creative

adrenaline rush.  Guess, more than seven decades now that there has

been an outpouring artistic expression in Bengali language during Durga

Pujo which of course Coincides with Navaratri and culminates into Bijaya

Dashami . On the face of it, these cultural

harvests do not seem to have much to do

with religion or devotion. They are truly

manifestations of the joy and festivity

surrounding the yearly sojourn of Durga-the

consort of Shiva and slayer of “Mahishasura”-

to her parental home.Surrounding these days, the Bengali consciousness is tuned to

the thrill and exaltation of Himavat and Mainavati bringing their daughter home.

And hence the Carnival begins.Crisp new Novels published, poetry written, literary

supplements blossoming,movies released, plays enacted and generically these

creative outputs are called “Puja Shankha.”
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Here we have an outlay of such an endeavor where all age groups have

come together to curate a collage to commemorate the Grandeur and

nobility of spirit. Hope you enjoy it!!

Chandrani Roy Ganguli

2021 Sharodiya Compiler for ABHA Family
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সবজু ও শ�াওলা
উৎপল �মার সাহা {1957-2020}

সবজু

এত�ণ �য সবেুজর কথা হি�ল

তারা একিদন হলদু হেব,

এরপর কেয়কটািদন

তারপর ঝের যােব

এরওপর পচেব গলেব সার হেব।

�বাঁটার দাগটা থাকেব িকছুকাল

জীবন জানেব সবেুজর হলেুদর �� ও �শষ।

�শষ হওয়া অধ�ােয় সার হেত

সবেুজর নতুন যা�া

পূন� করেব হলেুদর সম� জীবন।

তার অেনক নীেচ

যা চূড়া� �চ�া �শ� কের
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উ�রািধকার ভূেল যাওয়া গিত �বগিত

এক� �ভজা মখু

এক� অ�� �ত

এক� �গালকধাঁধা

সব�নােশর িকনারায় �হঁেট

আমার �চাখ দেুটা

�নেম যাি�ল আেরা নীেচ।

জীবন মােনই সবেুজর িপছেন হলদু

আর হলেুদর িপছেনই সবজু।
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শ�াওলা

শ�াওলা রেঙর সােথ

আমার �য �মেয়�র কথা মেন আেস

তার �খালা চুেলর বারা�ায়

এক �জাড়া শািলক বাঁধা থাকত।

�সই শািলক দ�ু আমােক �শানাত

শ� স�িক� ত যাবতীয় ব�াি�র;

এমনিক একিদন ি�ভুবন জেুড়

সম� শ�েদর উৎস খুেঁজ পাওয়া যােব তাও।

অবশ� �মেয়� এখন ধবধেব শািড় পের থােক

আর �স হাঁটেলই অ�ুত �মেঘরা

আমােক িবে�র সম� তথ� �যাগায়

সব�েশষ িনলাম হওয়া মিূত� �র মলূ�

আর চাঁেদর খু�ঁনা� অজানা সংেকত।

সম�ুম�েনর সময় �য ব� িনেয় �তালপাড়

�সখােন গাঁথা িছল মানেুষর পর�র ঝগড়ািলিপ
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এর সংেগ �মেয়�র �কােনা স�ক�

থাকেলও থাকেত পাের,

তেব ঘােসর সােথ তাঁর পােয়র নেখর কী স�ক�

তা জানেত �িতিদন সূয�� ওঠার সােথ সােথ

এক�� ��ােরািফল

আমােক ধাওয়া কের সবজুায়েনর িদেক।
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“What Would Swami Vivekananda Do?

Tolerance, Intolerance, and Acceptance!!”

What would Swami Vivekananda say to us on
the topic of tolerance and intolerance, were
this wise sage with us today? Answering this
question does not take too much speculation,
because he spoke on a number of occasions on
this always timely topic.

In his first major public appearance in the
West, at the 1893 Parliament of the World’s
Religions, he said of the Hindu tradition, of
which he was a representative, “I am proud to
belong to a religion which has taught the
world both tolerance and universal acceptance.
We believe not only in universal toleration, but
we accept all religions as true.”

This ideal of universal acceptance, and of
accepting all religions as true, is often attacked
in internet discussions today as teaching that

“all religions are the same.” But this is not, in fact, an accurate characterization of Swami
Vivekananda’s teaching; for Swamiji was well aware of the differences among the world’s
religions. He addressed this objection in a 1900 address called “The Way to the Realisation of a
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Universal Religion.” “How can contradictory opinions be true at the same time? This is the
question which I intend to answer. But I will first ask you: Are all the religions of the world
really contradictory? I do not mean the external forms in which great thoughts are clad. I do not
mean the different buildings, languages, rituals, books, etc. employed in various religions. But I
mean the internal soul of every religion. Every religion has a soul behind it, and that soul may
differ from the soul of another religion; but are they contradictory? Do they contradict or
supplement each other?”

Swamiji immediately answers his own question by saying, “I believe that they are not
contradictory; they are supplementary. Each religion, as it were, takes up one part of the great
universal truth, and spends its whole force in embodying and typifying that part of the great
truth.” Rather than seeing the various religions as mutually exclusive, Swamiji expresses a vision
of each religion as adding something to humanity’s total vision of the truth. “It is, therefore,
addition, not exclusion. That is the idea. And this is the march of humanity. Man never
progresses from error to truth, but from truth to truth, from lesser truth to higher truth–but it is
never from error to truth.”

This last point is important; for what Swami Vivekananda is expressing is not what today is often
called “relativism”–that is, the view that all perspectives are of equal value. He does have an idea
of “lesser truth” and “higher truth,” which of course implies a standard by which degrees of truth
are to be determined.

For Swami Vivekananda, a committed Hindu, this standard is the Vedas. He says in a 1902 essay
titled “Hinduism and Shri Ramakrishna,” “Although the supersensuous vision of truths is to be
met with in some measure in our Puranas and Itihasas and in the religious scriptures of other
races, still the fourfold scripture known among the Aryan race as the Vedas being the first, the
most complete, and the most undistorted collection of spiritual truths, deserve to occupy the
highest place among all scriptures, command the respect of all nations of the earth, and furnish
the rationale of all their respective scriptures.”

At the same time, though, for Swami Vivekananda, the written Vedas, although having the pride
of place among the world’s scriptures that he describes, are but a manifestation of the eternal,
non-man-made (apaurusheya) Veda: “It may sound ludicrous to this audience–how a book can
be without beginning or end; but by the Vedas no books are meant. They mean the accumulated
treasury of spiritual laws discovered by different persons in different times.”

In summary, for Swami Vivekananda, those scriptures known as the Vedas and held to be sacred
by Hindus are the pre-eminent scriptures in the world, “the first, the most complete, and the most
undistorted collection of spiritual truths.” But they are not the only true scriptures, for “the
supersensuous vision of truths is to be met with in some measure…in the religious scriptures of
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other races,” and the Vedas in the highest, eternal sense, refer to “the accumulated treasury of
spiritual laws discovered by different persons in different times.”

If one’s perspective is informed by Swami Vivekananda, then, one will view the various religions
with, on the one hand, a critical eye, mindful that religions are not all the same, and that there are
lesser and higher levels of truth, but also with an open mind, aware also that the eternal Vedas
have been manifested everywhere, in various forms, appropriate to the times and places and
peoples to whom they were revealed.

The attitude that stems from this perspective is not one of mere tolerance, according to Swami
Vivekananda. Tolerance is certainly better than intolerance. But even tolerance falls far short of
the highest ideal. Swamiji asks, “Why should I tolerate? Toleration means that I think that you
are wrong and I am just allowing you to live. Is it not a blasphemy to think that you and I are
allowing others to live? I accept all religions that were in the past, and worship with them all.”
“Our watchword, then, will be acceptance, and not exclusion. Not only toleration, for so-called
toleration is often blasphemy, and I do not believe in it. I believe in acceptance.”

-By Jeffery Long
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“Pujo Asche --- Lion In Full Cry”

By Ishan Chattopadhayay
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“Tepantore Mathe”

By Arman Kazi
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ESHO MA LAKHI BOSHO GHORE

By Aindrila Mukherjee
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“COVID -19 EXPERIENCE AS A FRONTLINE WORKER !!”

Snippet 1:

My work is in snippets !

Snippets of time, snippets of people, snippets of pain, snippets of happiness, relief, anxiety, fear.

I never quite get more, or I never quite get less. Working clinically during the pandemic comes

with an underlying foundation of distance and devastation, like an intense movie playing on the

TV in the background while you are working or making dinner. You want to pay attention, but

you also want to live your life.

That day I was already tired, not physically but emotionally. I was counting down the hours, I

texted him at home, 2 more hours. Looking at the wristwatch, has it really been 7 minutes since

the last time I checked the time?

My nurse told me about the dad that checked in on the “clean” side, the side that doesn’t have

anything to do with covid. He told me he had noticed his 2-year-old & 39;s abdomen had looked

swollen, but that she had been happy and herself with no symptoms.

Constipation I thought, to myself. Or dad had felt something anatomically normal but new to

him. I went in with my reassurance stance. I felt around her abdomen. It was large, hard, and
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unmissable. I took a long breath.

How do I tell her father, it is likely a start of a very long road during extraordinary times. My

a nurse knocks on the door, sorry, doctor, can you please come look at this patient. I went outside

- a child’s face had been bitten by a dog, everyone hysterical, child screaming, and mom sobbing.

How do I divide my attention? How do I lend my empathy equally to two traumatizing

experiences? I go slowly, take a deep breath. Only 20 minutes to go of my shift but I will be here

longer, trying to help as I can, these two family snippets I was given today.

I came home 1.5 hours after my shift ended. Michael asks, what happened? Nothing, love, some

last-minute patients. I shower, mind, body, soul, drained and close my eyes in my bed, trying to

shut it out.

Snippet 2

I had once heard on NPR that wearing many identities helps people be resilient. When one part

of you fails, you revel in the other. I have always been proud of my many selves. The partner

self, the aunty self, the friend self, the dancer self, the traveller self and the doctor self. Being a

pediatrician and really maturing into that role over the last decade has been a surprisingly

fulfilling part of my identity. Being a pediatrician - you treat the whole family.

Walking new mothers through the first few days of their baby’s life, walking a child through

their first bone fracture, or even getting them to do something as trivial as a burp, has been

gratifying.

Over the first few months of the pandemic, I found myself flailing with my doctor identity. Visits
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over a static video, referring them to care as much at home as I could left me emptier than I

had expected. The doctor himself was carrying a lot more of me than I had realized. After a few

months of mostly telemedicine, it felt great to be in the clinic. Even if it was a shadow of how it

had previously felt, even the new way to be a doctor meant wearing and thus creating many

layers of barriers - mask, a face shield, and a gown.

He came in that day with his family hesitantly. The hesitancy quietly shocked me because his lip

was gaping open and I could see the dried blood drenched shirt. His father stated that he wanted

to stay home. He wanted it to heal on his own, because he was so scared of COVID. Such severe

lacerations, I usually refer to the emergency room, but they pleaded. I went in there with my best

the nurse sat down, and reassured him that we were being safe. I worked with my hands stead in

layers. Sweat beads on my forehead, cramp on my back.

On days like this I feel a sense of all around gratitude and pride. For being there to hold a hand,

heal a child’s face quite literally, to be able to help a family physically and emotionally.

“Dipanwita Saha is an Urgent Care Pediatrician in Maryland. She contracted Covid-19 in

December 2020 and is still dealing with long-term effects.”

-By Dipanwita Saha
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“COVID Is Special !”

2020 is special, times have changed, some of us running indoor, some outdoor.

Seeking seclusion, because “Six-feet &amp; Mask” are the order!

Stay home, or away from home?

Walking lonely,

Into the wilderness, look up, in the sky.

Mind drifts to Earth, rotation, planetary confluence, into galactic gut!

Come back home.

Indoors, ambient gases are up, CO2 doubles, CO ppm trebles.

The O2 is down to 20% or less (OSHA 19.5%).

Toxic, percolates into the brain.

Outdoors, fresh O2 is invigorating. Activity levels have increased towards the:

● Cycling, sales have hit the roof;

● Golf, course filling up, driving range has more kids;

● Trail, hike, back-pack are in.

Hit the Appalachian 2000 plus miles of trails, gaps, and picnic spots, take your folding chair and

table.

Lift the tailgate or trunk, enjoy a meal after a hike.
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Many enchanting sites are inviting you:

● Boardwalk off Conodoguinet, York office parking a mile off Rt 11, go find it, you

will love it.

● Climbs off Susquehanna, Duncannon &amp; Clark Ferry Bridge.

● Parks off Swatara,

● Port Clinton off Schuylkill,

● Delaware Gap off Kittatinny Mountain in PA and NJ.

Know:

“If you do not catch a cold, you do not catch the flu.

Covid flu is past you!!”

And keep fit, smile at Covid cure.

Breathe right: exhale out the COHb / CO / CO2, from the deep lungs quickly, inhale O2.

The oxygen improves body fluid pH, helps to reduce the gases partial pressure. Tune in,

the COHb is down and the immunity /erythrocyte /irons are all up

Remember the body has many liquid reactors, also it is a systemic gas reactor. It’s your mobility
that evacuates, vents out unwanted vapors. And avoids the vapor pressure buildup in the head to
toe: brain, liver, lymphatic system, return blood, and into a hunting heart flapper pump.

-By Ranjan Roy
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“Think Physics, as opposed to Physiology!”

“During the Mahalaya to Mol-Mash, it’s the Autumnal Equinox period”.

Sunray is above the Equator, crossing the line, from the northern to southern hemisphere. This is

a period of great confluence, which may influence Earth:

a. Do you know, the sunray can be tangential, like a girl staring at you from the corner of

eyes, at boy, awkward gesture?

b. Sun pulling Earth and planets around, Durga smiling at parikrama of

baby Ganesha walking round Mom, while speedy Kartik on Mayura at full throttle

round Earth-rotor. Who won?

c. Sun dragging its planetary disk, some axes on one side, some on the other. What does it

say (Pic 1)? Look at the picture:

d. The rotors and planetary disk

appear to be balanced in its x and y

axes, orbital lanes; but, appear

imbalanced in the z-axis, vertical to

orbital planes. Trouble in the north

and south!

But, no planet is falling out of the

disk! How come?
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e. Now, look at the picture again, the four axes of Earth/Mars/Jupiter/Saturn, converging

towards the bottom, South. On the contrary, opposite, three other peripheral planets have

the retrograde rotational axes, converging towards the top, north. Also the later have

small tilt, compared to the former.

f. Two sets of axes are contra-indicative. Gyro-deflective!

g. Think gyroscope, alignment, and self-balancing. They have relationship, pulling and

dragging.

Back to the 2020 Equinox, it had unique congregation of Jupiter-Saturn-Moon, lifting

Earth rotor, its radiation girdle. Huddle, planets by night round the moon, to haul Earth right!

They are tight in one sector, pulling one another. The small pull may be helping to keep

the planets in the x and y axes in the planetary disk.

A vertical component may be balancing each rotor to stop them from drifting north or

south. So, an extraordinary levitation and buoyancy is holding the planets together in the

planetary disk, at the specific location and axial alignment. Think of the Takli principle

of thread from the cotton ball that your grandpa did in the elementary schools. This is a pull

in the unknown.

Next time you stare at the early night sky, twinkling stars, and planets; think again. The black

holes in the North and South of the planet disk are undefined, beyond the Aurora. Waiting to

explore!

The North Star is inviting you!

Equator is inviting you, here the bionic life evolved!
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So is the South Pole, with all water, hydrogen ionic reserve, here the bionic life will end!

“Think Physics!”

During the Equinox, Earth rotor momentum tries to upright itself better, sun is at Equator, and

its radiant lift is at optimum, all round.

However, humans heavy lift explosive, rocket, or nuclear testing may tend to influence, more

during the Equinox, fall, and winter period than any other time of the year.

On Saturday the 9/19/20, an implosion in our PA backyard felled a boiler house, stack, and

building, tilted in photo (Pic 2).

Typically, such demolition processes

use tons of explosives and release

gases.

There are examples of natural disasters

following many nuclear experiments,

ordnance depot accidents, life-expired

ordnance detonation, etc. The disaster

list includes mega tsunami, mini

tsunami, tropical depressions, and

earthquakes; some are records. Building and bridge demolition can cause secondary earthquakes.

  There are examples of natural disasters following many nuclear experiments, ordnance depot

accidents, life-expired ordnance detonation, etc. The disaster list includes mega tsunami, mini

tsunami, tropical depressions, and earthquakes; some are records. Building and bridge demolition
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can cause secondary earthquakes.

Oil and gas extraction fracking too experience occasional mini earthquakes along the fault

lines. The undersea exploration with thousands of explosive probes stirrup the sea-bottom

and seawater, releases CO2, into pre depression, at times have elevated CO2. There is a price!

The shock waves travel, down into the viscous magma, and emerge at vulnerable locations

afar, or at the rift system edge, to distort and slow down the Earth rotor. The bottom line:

a. Earth crust is thin, about 12 miles at our latitude, and a mile at the Equatorial Ocean, soft.

b. Rift system is constantly colliding undersea, adjusting to human made tangential forces

and shocks.

c. Earth rotor is actually in two halves, enveloped in water, and joined around Equator,

except two little forks around South Africa jutting south, and South America jutting into

the north.

Earth rotor halves are gradually sinking around equatorial seas, ten north to ten south, waiting to

fall apart helped by the ignorant Man.

Scary! No, it will be a million years before disintegration. Until then, make hay while the Sun
shines.

“Happy Bijoya Dashami. Come home for a drive-by Bijoya elbowing!”

-By Ranjan Roy
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“WHY IS LAUGHTER THE BEST MEDICINE ?”

Case study 1:

Experiment and measurement of the blood flow through the brachial artery in the

arm using ultrasound technique were done on 20 volunteers at University of Maryland Medical

Center, Baltimore. The result overall: blood flow decreased 35 percent after watching a stressful

movie; increased 22 percent during a comedy movie and laughter, and their blood flowed more

freely for the next 30 to 45 minutes after the fact. The findings are indicators:

● Stress causes about one-third reduction, and the laughter and relaxation causes one-fifth

increased blood supply, with better oxygen, less partial pressure (P) CO2 and CO in the

blood gas.

● The overall deviations of blood flow and the basal rate: About 50 percent based on

environmental stress and relaxation.

● The 50 percent deviation may be a law of nature. Physiological changes due to the

environment and deviations greater than 50 percent must be avoided.

● The symptoms of odor emission and critter-croak may be related to basic physics,

physiology changes.

During laughter, abdominal muscles contract and flex. The abdominal cavity roils up, gyrates,

and electrokinetic potential builds up from the brain, heart, and stomach. The electro-capacitance
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rate change introduces a rotodynamic field superimposed on the body’s cylindrical electrical
cell.

The enhanced electrical field and fluid flows in an alkaline cell make the fluid more aqueous, pH

goes up, the PCO2 and PCO decrease, and follows the laws of physics. The environmental

Physics can help as a mood lifter, curative.

Worldwide, some physicians have formed laughter clubs, they organize group therapy of

laughter sessions. Stomach muscles move, gastro-intestinal system stress gone. A person who

has the benefit of laughter that stays healthy,clean,and odor-free.

-By Ranjan Roy
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“Aj Amader Chuti O Bhai !!!”

By Ekalavya Kumar
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“Tribute To Chadwick Boseman !!!”

By Ishan Chattopadhayay
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“THE NURSE!”

What happened on the eve of Mahalaya in 2020 still baffles me to this day. Mahalaya is the

1 st day of the 5 days long Durga Puja. 2020, a year to be remembered by generations to

come, a most dreadful year was amidst a Coronavirus pandemic spanning the globe’s every

nook and corner so we had to take every precaution while celebrating the Durga Puja. The

cases in India topped the charts around the world and I was just one of the millions other

who were infected. I had never expected to contract the disease, but as the saying goes, ‘At

its best, life is completely unpredictable’. It had been a week since I had 1 st shown any

symptoms. In spite of my reluctancy, my family was very insistent on getting me checked

up for the disease. At last, my deteriorating health condition compelled me to go and get the

test done. Everyone’s anxiety was over the roof as I was being tested for the virus. The

testing hardly took five minutes, but those five minutes felt like an hour. The results came

out after an hour. Two doctors, who to my rather displeasure, approached us wearing PPE

kits and a robot-like straight face and they went on to announce that I was positive in the test

without a trace of emotion. Perhaps, the hundreds of people they had found and announced

as positive for the virus left them unaffected with anyone’s contraction of the disease. My

family was tested in case they were infected with the disease as well. The words numbed my

senses for the next few minutes. It might seem silly but my thirteen year old mind

comprehended my contraction of the disease as an invitation to death and I spent the next

two minutes wondering what would happen after death, but even after the countless hours

spent by me gazing at the TV screen watching horror movies, I couldn’t arrive at a

conclusion. I soon came back to my senses when a needle pricked me all of a sudden,
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without any warning and the doctor injected a gross yellow looking liquid inside me. I let

out a small shriek. After this, my surroundings were sanitized while I was at my place, a

a nurse brought in a stretcher and after putting me on it, I was taken to my ward. The hospital had

two wards that were dedicated to coronavirus patients. Both of them were completely packed up

to the brim last available bed with patients, so they had to open a completely new ward for me.

The ward was beside the main building. The building where I was to be quarantined was very old

and more precisely,antique. It was abandoned after some strange sightings and remained closed

for about five years. It was finally opened to support the extremely high number of people being

admitted to the hospital daily. I was not made aware of the building’s history until later. At the

very moment I entered the ward, old dusty racks, and ancient cobwebs caught my attention.

There was also a strong old musty smell in the ward indicating to me that the building had

not been used for a long time and that I was probably the only person in that ward. I was

escorted to the bed by an old nurse, who was so slow, she looked like she needed help

herself. She helped me lay down on the bed and gave me medicines. Then she left. I am by

nature, very curious about my surroundings, and love to explore, and this dusty old place

offered me more than I could ever ask for, to fulfill my desire of exploring a completely new

place just like the ones they show in horror films, though I wasn’t afraid of ghosts and

abstract concepts didn’t matter to me. I was free to roam about the ward as it was empty and

I did so. I got up from my bed, wondering where to go. I quit thinking and decided to just

roam the corridor and go where it would take me. As I exited the room, I felt a chill go

down my spine. Very cliché isn’t it? But it did happen. I ignored this, thinking it might have

been my body’s natural reaction to the relatively cold surrounding. I started to walk down
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the corridor and halted every thirty seconds or so to see the empty rooms soon to be

occupied by coronavirus patients until I saw a light in the distance at the end of the corridor.

My instinctive action was to go and see what was lurking in the corner of the corridor. As I

went closer to the room, my curiosity turned into fear. When I was about ten meters from

the room I heard a voice inside my head telling me not to go any further, but I just could not

stop myself. I reached the room and turned my head very slowly, gradually and it turned out

to be empty with nothing but a single chair. I let out a sigh of relief, there was no one in the

room, and I was sweating profusely for nothing. Thinking that the light was kept on

unintentionally,  I entered the room to switch off the light. As I did so, an unforgettable sight

met my eyes. It was the nurse wearing a PPE kit, she looked terrifying with her messy hair,

and she was standing right in front of me. I was startled. It was like she materialized out of

thin air but she looked very real. ‘You should be in bed’, she said after taking a step back. I

told her that I was not sleepy, to which she ordered me to go to bed immediately, in a very

rude manners. I apologized and went to my room. As I was returning, I could not help but

i wonder why the nurse would have behaved with me in such a rude manner. Sensing

something fishy in her behavior, I took a U-turn and tiptoed back to the room at the end of

the corridor, after promising myself that I would not be caught red-handed. The light was

still on, but she was nowhere to be seen. I peeped inside the room to meet the horrifying

sight of the nurse devouring houseflies! Yes, she was doing exactly what I said. She was

picking them with her mere hands from a glass jar containing hundreds of flies, and

swallowing them one at a time with a wide grin on her face. I almost puked, I took a step

back and tried to convince myself that it was just a nightmare. I rubbed my eyes and peeped

into the room again, to meet the same sight. As I did so, the floor beneath me, led out a large
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unarguable creak. I skipped a heartbeat, I saw her face turn, and she simply said, “Finally,

you came, komvo. Now give me that jar of flies, I only have a few days of flies left.” I

realized that it was not me that she was referring to, but I could still get caught. I saw her

approaching the door slowly and I could not find any place where I could go and escape

until I saw the adjacent room. I carefully and slowly entered the room and hid behind the

curtain as the nurse was very slow and needed at least another ten seconds to reach the door.

I could not see her anymore, but I could only hear her footsteps and her loud breathing,

after some time she just angrily said, “These rats, oh these rats, don’t they have nothing to

do except make noises all day long!” and then she returned to her room. “Wait till I meet

that stupid komvo, I will kill him before I take his flies!!”, she said after returning to her

room. I was overwhelmed with all that happened, I was frozen with fear, I went back to my

room after a few minutes. I didn't dare to explore the place for the remaining three days I

was there, nor did I mention the incident to my father over the phone. I was discharged four

days after the incident. I still can’t believe what happened on that day, but it did happen and

I know that.

- By Nirban Ghosh
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By Arman Kazi
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“Niagara Brohman”
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“Catskiller Pothe!”

�মনি�য় বাঙািল মা্েনই �য �যিদেক দেুচাখ যায় �বিরেয় পড়লাম তা িক� এেকবােরই

নয়। �বশ মা�ােনক  ধের ভাবনািচ�া কের �খাঁজখবর িনেয় কমখরেচর উপায় �বর কের

তেবই �মনি�য়তােক ��য় �দয়।তা যাই �হাক এ বছেরর আেমিরকাবাস এর দ�ন

এখা�ার �হম� �দখার একটা সুেযাগ জেুট �গল।

িশেতর আগটায় �বশীরভাগ গােছর পাতাই �িকেয় ঝের যাওয়ার সময় হলেদেট উ�ল

কমলা রেঙর হেয় ওেঠ আর �সই অ�ুত সু�র রঙ �বশ িকছুিদন �থেক তারপর শীেতর

পােয় এেস পেড়।পাতা ঝরার মর�ম �� হেয় যায় আর তার সােথই ফসল

�তালার।এখা�ার �লাক ঋতু�েলার নাম িনেয় �সভােব িচ�া কেরিন , পাতা ঝের যাে�

তাই নাম হল &quot;fall &quot; ।তা �সই মেনারম �সৗ�য� �দখেত �যাাজাআ িকভােব হেব �সই িনেয়

�� হল জ�না। দেল িছলাম আমরা চারজন , িনউজািস� �থেক �যাগ িদল আরও এক

দ�িত । এই ছেয় িমেল �ক করল গািড় �তই যাওয়া হেব । িনউজািস� আর রেচ�ার

এই দইু এর মাঝামািঝ �কান জাইগা খুেজ  �বর করেলই সুিবধা।

এই ঋতুটা সম� উ�র আেমিরকােতই �দখা যায় তেব �কান �কান জায়গাএ �সতা ব�

সু�র হেয় ওেঠ ,  আর তার মেধ�ই একটা জায়গা ক�াটি�ল মাউে�� ।

িনউইয়ক�  শহেরর হাডসন নদীর ধােরর এক �ছা� উপত�কা , অ�াপেলিসয়ান মালভুিমর

অংশ। এই মা�ভুিমর �বিশরভাগ অংশই জ�েল ঢাকা যার মেধ� একেচ�য়া রাজত�

ম�ােপল গােছর। এই গােছরই রঙ �দখবার মত হেয় ওেঠ এই মর�ম এ। যা �হাক  গ�ব�
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�তা �ক হল থাকার ব�াব�া অ করেত হেব যিদও একটাই রাত থাকা তাও। নানান

�ােভল সাইট এর িডল, তােদর িমল অিমল খুেঁজও �কাথাও থাকার বে�াব� করা �গল

না।এিদেক হােত মা� এক� িদন।

আগত�া �ক হল গািড় যখন আেছই তখন নাহয় তােতই কনরকেম �তঁতুল পাতায় নজন

হেয় রাত কা�েয় �দব। যিদও �হম� তব ুরাত পড়েল শীত টা �বশ জাঁিকেয়ই পেড় তার

ওপর আবার পাহািড় এলাকা মােন এেকবাের গেদর ওপর িবষেফাঁড়া আরিক। ব�াকপ�াক

এ ভাল মতই শীতেপাশাক ঢুকল, অিত অবশ�ই মাি�তুিপ।পেরর িদন �ক �ভার সােড়

চারটাএ রওনা �দব �ক করলাম।িতন সােড় িতন ঘ�ার রা�া উড�ক শহেরর কােছ

�কাথাও �দখা করব দপু�।

যতটা সকাল সাকাল পউছান যায় ততই সারািদন জায়গা টা ঘুের �দখা যােব। �ক �ভার

সােড় চারটায় চারজেন �বিরেয় পড়লাম । তখনও ছািরিদক ঘুটঘুেট অ�কার আর

কনকেন ঠা�া , গািড়েত চটপট �িছেয় বেস রওনা িদলাম।এিদেক আকােশ তখন

কালপু�ষ �মিহমায় িবদ�মান অথচ বাঙািল বেল কথা, �পেট চা কিফ নাপড়েল

�বিশ�ণ গািড় চালান মশুিকল। একখািন সািভ� স �স�ার �দেখ �ান �পলাম। সারিভস

�স�ার হল এখানকার িব�ামাগার, সম� সুেযাগসুিবধাযু� টয়েলট, নামীদামী

��াে�র খাবার �দাকান , আরও নানা দরকাির সর�াম সব এক ছােদর তলায়।

(চা,জল, ধুম) পান কেরআবার যা�া ��।ঘুমঘুম �চােখ জানলা িদেয় �ভার হওয়া

�দখিছলাম, জখিন �দিখ তখিন মনটা �কমন ভােলা হেয় যায় অথচ শতেচষটা কেরও

অন�িদন �ভাের ওঠা হয় না। শহেরর বািড়ঘর,অিফস, এসেবর �থেক আেনক আেগই

আলাদা হেয় �গিছ , এখন দপুােশ �ধু কণ�িফ�, �সানািল হেয় আেছ। মােঝ মােঝ দএুকটা
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ফাম�হাউস �চােখ পড়েছ, সু�র ঝকঝেক অথচ অিত সাধারন ভােব সাজােনা। �িতটা

বািড়র লােগায়া গ�ােরজ,�দামঘর আর খামার। এখা�ার খামার �েলার চালাটা পাঁচটা

ধারওয়ালা, কােছিপেঠ �মান সাইেজর গ� চের �বড়াে�, আহা আমােদর �দিশ

গ��েলােতা এেদর কােছ �ধােপ �কেবনা।মােঝ মেধ� দএুকটা ওয়াইনাির �চােখ পড়েছ,

ছু�রিদেনর সকাল তাই �কউ এখনও কােজ নােমিন।

আে�আে� ম�ােপল এর জ�ল বাড়েত লাগেলা,�মাবাইল �ফান জানাল ওরা এেস

দাঁিড়েয়েছ �কান একটা রা�ার ধাের, �ায় িমিনট দেশক চলার পর ওেদর �দখা িমলল

িতর িতর কের বেয়চলা �ছা� নিদর ধাের , হয়ত হাডসন �থেকই পথ হািরেয় এখােন ঢুেক

পেরেছ।এে�বাের কাঁেচর মত ��, িনেচ বড় বড় নিুড়, লাল নীল সব মাছ �খলা করেছ,

দধুাের হা�া জ�ল হলদু হেয় আেছ, আর বড়বড় ঘাস।

এর চাইেত অেনক সু�র জায়গা আেপ�া করেছ জািন িক� ইিনই বা কম িকেস, এত

সাধারন ভােব সু�র �তা সবাই হেত পােরনা। এসব ক�ােমরাবি� কের একসােথ চললমু

উড�ক শহেরর িদেক। সকােলর জলখাবারটা ওখােনই সারেবা, িখেদয় �পট চঁুই চঁুই

করেছ। সকাল �ায় সােড় আট টা , এেক �ভাের উেঠিছ তারপর এতটা রা�ায় �সই

সািভ� স �সনটার এর চা �তা কখন বাি�ভুত হেয় �গেছ।

�ছা� উড�ক শহেরর রা�ায় ঘুরিছ, দ ুধাের অপূব� সু�র বািড় , �র�রাঁ  ,  সবিজ

িনেয় বাজার বেসেছ , �কাথাও �কক �বক করা হে�। আমরা এেস থামলাম আে�ল টমস

নােমর এক �র�রাঁ �ত, সবাই এক কাপ কের কিফ আর আেমিরকান ��কফা�

অড� ার িদলাম। এখানকার �লােকরা িদেনর �থম খাবার টা খুব �বশী পিরমােন খায় যােত

সারািদেন পির�ম করেত পাের। �সই তুলনায় ওেদর লা� আর সাপার টা আেনক কমই
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বলা চেল।

খুব সু�র �ছা� �র�রাঁ , �ছাট �ছাট �গাল �গাল �টিবল সাদা চাদর পাতা, মােঝ �ছাট

ফুলদািনেত �ছাট লাল টুকটুেক একটা �গালাপ । পােশর বাগােনই ফুেত রেয়েছ, বঝুলাম

সকাল সকাল �সখান �থেক এেনই সাজােনা। চারপােশ বড় বড় কােচর জানলা , �রােদ �ভেস

যাে�, তার ওপর লভিনয় সব খাবােরর গ�।জলখাবার সারেত সারেত �খাঁজ �পলাম

এখােন নািক  ‘oktober fest’ চলেছ এক জায়গায় আর �সখােন যাওয়ার পথটাও নািক

ততিধক সু�র। তা ফল �দখা আর �মলা �ঘারা দেুটাই যখন হেব �সখােন যাওয়াই

মনি�র হল। �দাকােনর �থেক একখানা �রাডম�াপও �জাগাড় হল। িতেন িতেন দগুািড়েত

ভাগ হেয় �বিড়েয় পড়লাম।

এ জায়গাটা খািনক মফ�ল বলা চেল, দেূর দেূর �ছাট বড় বািড়, তােদর দরজার সামেন

সাজােনা �প�াই সাইেজর কমলা রেঙর �মেড়া, অ�বর মােসর �শষ িদেন এেদর

হ�ােলাইন উতসব হয়। �সই উতসব এর ই ��িত আরিক।

গাছ, পাতা, �মেড়া সবই কমলা �দেখ �দেখ হঠাত �কন জািন কমলােভােগর টুসটুেস

�চহারাটা �চােখর সামেন �ভেস উঠল।যাইেহাক  চারপােশ যা সব সু�র সু�র দশৃ�

ক�ােমরার িভউফাইনডার �থেক �চাখ সরান দায়। ভােগ� িডিজটাল ক�ােমরা আিব�ার

হেয়েছ, নাহেল িফ� ক�ােমরার বাঁধা গি�েত মন িসিকভাগও ভরত না।

- By Sanjukta Deb
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“Ganapati Bappa!”

- By Ayanna Dasgupta
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“Khola Chithi !”
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- By Aindrila Mukherjee
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“Dugga Elo !”

- By Moupiya Das
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“Deciphering Darkness !”

The first time I saw that dark shadow I was so scared. I was alone at home sitting on the

couch staring in space when I saw a blob of darkness from the corner of my eye. It went away

as soon as I looked directly at it. I didn’t pay any attention. I dragged myself off the couch and

went to bed.

My eyes felt like lead. I didn’t want to open them, I didn’t want to get out of bed but I

needed to be at work. My team needed me. I opened my eyes only to shriek in terror. The

the shadow had grown… coal black in color staring at me. Menacing. I blinked. The morning

sunlight flooded my room. It had gone. I looked at the time and leapt out bed rushing to get

ready as I realized I was going to be horribly late for work.

At work, things seemed different. I couldn’t concentrate. I kept thinking about the black

blob. I crunched some numbers and emailed the report to my boss. My co-workers seemed weird

too. Glancing at me and speaking in whispers. Could they see the blob too? I couldn’t ask them.

It was too embarrassing. And bloody scary.

My boss called me into his office. He asked me if I was OK. I started blubbering and

looked sideways. And screamed. The darkness was standing right behind him. I looked at my

boss again. He offered me a glass of water and I realized he was trying to show me something. I

tried to focus. Oh. My. Goodness! It was the report I had emailed him an hour ago. Even before

he said anything I saw the glaring errors, not one, not two but multiple ones. One after another. I
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saw the blob. It was smirking at me. My eyes welled up. My boss looked extremely

uncomfortable. I mumbled something and left his office. Grabbed my bag and left the building.

A week turned into two. I stayed under the covers. Days and nights seemed blurred. The

blob was with me all the time. ALL THE TIME. I wasn’t even scared anymore. Just exhausted

with a black brick inside my head weighing everything down.

One morning I fumbled out of bed. Looked at the disheveled me in disgust. The blob

laughing and brooding behind me. I called my doctor. The scheduler sounded concerned and

booked me an appointment for that very afternoon.

I stared bleakly hopelessly at my doctor expecting the worst. I told her about the blob of

darkness, the oversleeping, the lack of concentration, the lack of energy, the hopelessness, the

constant dread and fear. And the heavy heavy weight in my head. She looked at me candidly.

There was no fear. No weird looks. Just a normal concerned look. Hmm. It felt comforting. The

blob behind her seemed a tad smaller. I looked directly at her and mustered the courage to ask

her “What’s wrong with me?” Kind but matter of fact, she said “You have moderate depression.

I am going to prescribe an SSRI and recommend therapy. That’s the most effective treatment for

moderate depression. Do you have any questions?” I looked at her. The fog cleared. Just

listening to her and the blob seemed dimmer. I think I smiled for the first time in weeks. “I’m

going to be OK?? Does this mean I am weak? I have been lying in bed for weeks now.” She

smiled, “Of course not. If you had the flu, would you say you got the flu because you’re weak

and still plough through as if nothing was wrong?!! I will see you again in two weeks.”
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As I walked outside the office, equipped with this newfound knowledge I felt stronger

and more hopeful. If only I had known. I wouldn’t have had to go through this. I felt better

already. I looked at the blob fearlessly as I stepped outside. It was going to be a struggle but now

I had the knowledge and the tools. I was going to fight this. And win. Wish me luck!

“The World Health Organization (WHO) has ranked depressive disorders as the leading cause

of disability worldwide. It is much more common than you think but treatable! If you or a

loved one, are experiencing depressed mood, sadness or a loss of interest in usually

pleasurable activities more days than not please talk to your doctor. If you have any questions

about depression or any other issues concerning mental health feel free to contact me at

dmukherjee@pennstatehealth.psu.edu. All conversations will be confidential. Let’s stop the

stigma together! Wishing you a wonderful and safe Pujo during these unprecedented times.”

- By Dahlia Mukherjee
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By Arman Kazi
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“Proximity - For Pooja”

April 2021, and I am

Neither here nor there.

Attending the couch by day,

glued to the phone at night.

Ping! Once annoying, now terrifying.

Hesitantly,

“Is she?”

“No.”

Breathe.

“Are you?”

“Fine.”

Sigh.

And so it went.

At the mercy of tiny white bubbles

in little green squares.

Gripping the phone,

cradling the phone.
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I am here. She is there.

Ping! “Is she?”

Silence.

Anguish

October 2021, and Bengalis

rejoice over our desperately overdue Puja.

I continue

comforting wounds by day,

memorializing, empty handed, Pooja by night.

For

I am here. She is nowhere.

I can’t get there yet

She remains everywhere.

- By Dahlia Mukherjee
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“Hunter Beckons”

- By Ishan & Dhiman Chattopadhyay
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“How Wildfires Brightened the Skies of the Pacific Northwest !!”

“Breaking news, California, and Oregon left in a devastating state

due to the multiple, growing, and massive wildfires in the states……”

So as we all know, much of the Pacific Northwest is now a flaming

inferno and as Oregon prepares for a “mass fatality event”, things are

going to be a lot worse for states like California, Oregon, and

Washington State.

But this is actually normal for much of the Pacific Northwest as the

“fire season” (most prevalent in California) where wildfires usually

starts in the summer (July) and ends in November. So asking the

question again, why are the wildfires this year so bad? The simple

answer is that the main reason why the wildfires seem to be much more

deadly and larger than before is climate change.

Wildfires are caused by a spark, in the presence of oxygen or fuel

(mainly dry grass, bushes, or trees), but wildfires can spread and grow

out of control by several factors, mostly because of more fuel like forests

or thick vegetation. Now, climate change can create more fuel for

wildfires. For example, I live in California, where a 20-year-old drought

is going on. That dries the soil, which dries the plants, which creates
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more fuel for wildfires to grow and spread. Unfortunately, as we all

know, climate change is warming up our planet, meaning the added

warmth and dryness to our climate speeds up the process of a drought,

which increases the risks of wildfires happening (though droughts are

happening in California, there are other factors, not just droughts, to

increase the risk of creating wildfires). Even though climate change is

mostly caused by humans, other human causes can also cause wildfires

(humans create more than 80% of the wildfires in the U.S.). You

probably might have seen on the news how a gender reveal party went

horribly wrong and caused a wildfire.

Incidents Caused by The Wildfires

●    More than 3 million acres burned in California and blackouts

●    33 people dead and dozens more missing (as Oregan prepares

for a mass fatality event)

●    Many towns are burned to the ground

●    Oregan alone has 10% of its population evacuated (more than

500,00 people) due to the wildfires.
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Writers Note!!

This article made by me, Aditya Biswas, was to spread awareness

about how the wildfires here caused so much damage and destruction

that many people (not living in the West Coast) might not know. This

article was also made to show the dangers of climate change and how

it can negatively affect our planet (like increasing the risk for

wildfires). Please check out the links in the article as they will help

you understand the full extent of the wildfires happening right now

(and if you can, please donate to the charities listed above as it will

help many firefighters and first responders who have to work day and

night, trying to battle the wildfires).

Though more than 28,000 firefighters are

currently battling the wildfires right now, here’s what you can do to prevent any more

from happening (and climate change too, as it makes a huge negative impact on our

planet) with links down below.

Preventing Wildfires

● https://www.accuweather.com/en/accuweather-ready/simple-steps-to-prevent-

wildfires/686346

● https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/types-of-

emergencies/wildfire/how-to-prevent-wildfires.html
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● https://cultureofsafety.thesilverlining.com/wilderness/forest-fire-prevention/

● https://www.activesustainability.com/climate-change/6-things-you-can-do-to-prevent-

climate-change/

● https://www.curbed.com/2017/6/7/15749900/how-to-stop-climate-change-actions.

● https://climate.nasa.gov/faq/16/is-it-too-late-to-prevent-climate-change.

Please read these links to be aware of the dangers of both wildfires and climate change and how

to prevent them. Also, if you live in the Pacific Northwest (specifically California, Oregon, and

Washington) as I do, please be aware if any wildfires are near (and if they or aren’t, please have

a plan for evacuating and find an evacuation point to go to, etc.) and stay updated with local and

state news (and stay careful of fake news, or it will just add more confusion to this horrible

situation). One last thing I would like to say is that I hope that you can support the thousands of

firefighters fighting the wildfires right now by donating or at least looking at these sites:

● https://www.google.com/search?q=charities+for+firefighters&amp;oq=charities+for+fire

&amp;aqs=

chrome.1.69i57j0l7.9941j0j1&amp;sourceid

● https://www.firerescue1.com/donations/articles/giving-back-15-first-responder-

charities-and-organizations-fG7HkdGDSGHTxOcI/

● https://www.redcross.org/

“WILD FIRES OF WASHINGTON STATE AND OREGON”

https://climate.nasa.gov/faq/16/is-it-too-late-to-prevent-climate-change
https://www.redcross.org/
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- By Aditya Biswas
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“Riots Of Colors !!”

- By Shrabonti Saha
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